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The Major

pete@gloriousadventurecompany.com

The Glorious Adventure 
Company was born from a 
love of travel, motorcycles and 
adventure. We run only a small 
handful of trips each year and 
they are never mediocre. We 
reserve the right to make them 
simply fantastic. Our holidays 
are as exciting for us as they are 
for our guests and we make no 
apologies for this.  

We vary each and every tour 
and never repeat the exact route 
- our aim, to find new exciting 
roads and destinations on each 
trip. We get lost quite often and 
going off-piste is encouraged.  

PRICES 

GOLD - £1999 

SILVER - £1850 

BRONZE - £1650
To include 

๏Posho hotels in Rouen, 
Orlean, La Rochelle and St. 
Malo 

๏Five nights at the 
farmhouse in South West 
France 

๏All breakfasts & dinners 

๏Seaside frolicking at 
LaRochelle and St. Malo 

๏Support Vehicle for clobber 

๏Senior Management Team 
ever present & on tap 24/7 

๏Additional local knowledge 
& moral guidance from our 
fixer Monsieur Shaun 

๏Return Ferry (with meal)  

๏Final night Gala Awards 
Ceremony & dancing - 
prizes! 

The Glorious Adventure 
Company is unlike any other 
motorcycle Tour Company. For 
a start we stay in posho hotels! 
We figure we deserve some real 
comfort after a day in the saddle 
- a great shower, a dip in the 
pool and a Gin ’n Tonic before 
dinner! 

Peter George Rowe - being brave

Le Principal (The  Major) - relaxing

L’Ambassadeur Erica  - nurturing

Monsieur Shaun - manifesting

“The art is to provide daily motorcycle rides that are both varied and fascinating, yet 
relatively low in mileage. One needs time to really take it all in - whether its India, 
France, Hungary, Bulgaria …

Prices are based on two persons 
sharing a room and guests are 
encouraged to ride their own 
motorcycles. 

Our Motorcycle tours are not 
really designed for hardened 
bikers. They are simply great 
holidays on two wheels - 
striking the balance between 
adventure and comfort. 
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